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A B S T R A C T 

At best, mankind goes on and on in belief of Living Supremacy but gets sized down to a drop of water in the Ocean. Mere mention of Ocean is a pointer 

enough to universal phenomenon within the Divine’s startups such as Stars, Oceans & Mountains besides Earth's landscape sailing on spreadsheet of 

Seafloor, rocky Continents floating on micro-soft-fluid-Mantle, diamond-hard-Planets of macro-size revolving, rotating and swimming around pulling out 

Earth‟s core-geology causing Quakes, Tsunami, Plate tectonics, Continental drift, Lava fountains and Solar-Lunar-eclipses.  

Living Supremacy has been practically a working tool in our hands attracting our mindset to concentrate on the Science of Divine Firsts & Divine’s Startups! 

Mankind struggles to discipline academically studied scientific intelligence across the Universal Laws of Super Vedic Perfection of Divine Wisdom. It has 

been already famous that Researchers work in cooperation with a respecter of Universal Laws. This paper takes its inspiration from the recent Delhi (North 

India) University Researchers‟ attestation to the existence of Vedic population whose texts date back to 8,000 BC. And, my target-poised research aims at 

observed roles of Divine‟s Supervision of apolitical Dynasties during Vedic-Period-Earth‟s sealed and scaled Vedic Corridors running across Ocean with 

Vedic populaces promoting Vedic missiology led by series of apolitical Dynasties all along . 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

When the Vedas / Vedic Knowledge is given due recognition in our modern scientific age by our Nuclear Scientists / Space Explorers  / Extra-terrestrial-

Life Investigators / Deep Space‟s Fixed Star Questers, it is but quite natural for them to have recourse to the crux of „Vedic Logical Engineering 

Perspectives‟ that promoted the observable Universe, let alone what lay beyond mankind‟s observable Universe. The Divine creations, Vedic 

transformers, Vedic Operators and Vedic Philosophies constituting the Vedic Earth in the Universe do hint atkyu or the KYU (Know Your Universe). Not 

an exaggeration to say it is a Vedic Universe within which there formed a central mountain surrounded by vast Ocean at its bottom and further 

accommodating several Earth-like Planets toward its crest. On the Planet Earth, there were indeed the lively inhabitants called Vedic Populaces as the 

most sacred evolved human generations consuming water, oxygen and fire under a distant dome like Sky of rotating fixed Stars, Sunlight and Moonlight 

primely.  

The time of the Veda is limited to more than three million years before today. The Veda is believed to have originated from the mouth of Brahma and then 

moved through the system of hearing and memorizing (Sruti and Smriti). Brahma told the Veda to Narad (Brahma‟s Son) who in turn told the Veda to 

Vyasa who codified the Veda in graphic form. Vyasa divided one Veda into four branches named "Rigveda, Yajurveda, Samaveda&Atharveda". 

2. RESEARCH HYPOTHESIS  

Living Supremacy has been practically a working tool in our hands attracting human consciousness‟s investment on the Science of Creation of Divine 

Firsts & Divine’s Startups, such as the Vedas themselves which are said to have been breathed forth by God Himself as vibrations of truth amidst Vedic 

Cosmos or Cosmic Creation with Rotating Fixed Stars above the Ocean to commissioning Vedic-Period-Earth, Vedic Corridors, Vedic Populaces, Vedic 

Sages , Vedic Seers, Vedic apolitical Dynasties and Vedic Ombudsmen.   

3. RESEARCH QUESTIONS 

 Questioning ourselves whether that First of the Firsts could be the Divine per se which is with every fiber of mankind never dampening their 

spirited scientific probing and adventurous missions as the Respecters of Vedic Universe‟s Laws of Matter, Atoms, Molecules, Nuclear 

Contents, Galaxies, Milky Way, Cosmic Neighbors and the Andromeda Nebula, let alone the Prokaryote nucleoid with the eukaryotic nucleus. 

 Questioning ourselves on ready-made facts of all that disclosed in Vedas just because ancient research-education was characterized by spiritual 

endeavors of intellectual learning to our disbelief? 

 Questioning ourselves on the breathed forth Vedas, their having been heard, such hearing ensued knowledge and the scripted ability post-

knowledge? 

 Questioning ourselves that Vedas can be neither created nor destroyed like modern time‟s Physicist Albeit Einstein‟s Philosophy of Energy 

which proved that the Energy can neither be created nor destroyed as  embedded in his illustrious Equation of {E= M C‟sqre}.  

4. RESEARCH QUOTATION 

The words used in Vedas and Vedic dynamics have multiple meanings namely, Research meaning, scientific meaning, & spiritual meaning. So,  the Vedic 

Corridors that brought up several „Apolitical Dynasties‟ as the  „Great Sons of the Vedic Soil‟ with virtues of Vedic scholarship, Vedic Literature and 

Vedic Followership in those times of Vedic populaces are duly recognized by the title-idea of this paper akin to a Title-Song of a Box-Office-hit multi-

starrer History-centred Film Projections. 

5. RESEARCH BANE 

 The search for a transcendent level of Vedic knowledge breathed out by the Creation‟s Supermom Goddess /  Superdad God  

 Vedic History range beyond the range of physical human experience in 21st Century post-first-Doomsday   

 Research in non-zero conflict of interest with Vedic History‟s Establishments or fake contentions. 

 Research with infringement of Vedic basics.  

 Research indulging in extravagance of Vedic complexes or Vedic psych‟s 

complicatedness‟s impact within manipulations of volition. 

 Research uncared for overhead costs & accountabilities exhausting exchequer of Living Supremacy hoisted by mankind in their never minding 

the unsurmountablenesses in attitude. 

 Researching into Vedic infrastructures intended to harm human machine. 

 Vedic relevance researched as both in subject and language offensive to modern tastes of Demography and Democracy operational research 

installers. 
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6. RESEARCH OBJECTIVE  

In this self-directed desk-research, exposure is given to a few Vedic-class-originated apolitical dynasties of case-by-case merit with pre-historic intra-

continental Africa-India proximity on the Vedic period Earth. In other words, a selective presentation of significance of a chunk of Vedic proclamation of 

universal brotherhood of the Divine with the human, sub-human , semi-human and non-human political and social back-to-back histories.    

7. RESEARCH SIGNIFICANCE  

Inter-connected Rivers/mountains/lands became known as consolidated geography-carved Kingdoms harboring several apolitical dynasties historically 

referred to as the substantantative Vedic Corridors represented either by collection of  Sir Names of Kings or by Area Names of Kingdoms for Dynasties 

in succession. Now known Social Heritage Series interpolating/extrapolating into prehistoric intra-continental „Africa-India Proximity‟ by way of Vedic 

Corridors and Vedic populaces with a series of apolitical Dynasties all along. 

8. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

Very frequently and to one‟s saturation of a certain and/or uncertain Vedic context as the title of the paper projects an efficiency of Vedic times on the 

Earth of full of Vedic corridors, care and caution have been taken to avoid what are non-Vedic philosophical gossips such as an instance of stumbling 

upon the Charvaka Philosophy (also called Lokayata Philosophy) which rejected the authority of the Vedas. Let me remind here and now the Readers of 

this Paper that Charvaka is none else but the personal friend of the King Duryodhana of the Mahabharata Epic known as the Fifth Veda and whom 

Yudhishthira (Dharmaraj) had killed.  

The sources of information tapped are documentary for this study and constitute secondary information to work out this comprehensive piece of Vedic-

research-outfit. Vedic Readers plus Vedic Analysts‟ materials archived on the internet of online journals/ informational websites/ world-wide-websites 

(WWW) are also opened as workable preferences of an instant-time-value offering researched Vedic facts/assets in an unlimited scope for relevant 

researching.  

9. LITERATURE SURVEY VIDE CACHE OF RESEARCH PAPERS & BLOGS VEDIC 

1.Bishal Gnyawali1’s Review of Vedic Literature from the Perspective of Physical and Human Geography  

<DOI: https://doi.org/10.3126/tgb.v6i0.26162> 

 The Vedas are earliest collection of Hindu scripture. The word Veda originated from Sanskrit verb „Vida‟ inane meaning to “to know”. Vedas are 

collection of knowledge and Literatures, written on the basis of Vedas called Vedic literature. Itihansas and puranas are also known as Vedic literature. 

Each and every dimension of geography is expressed in Vedic Literature very strongly. This paper simply tries to present the geographical issue expressed 

in different Vedic literature. Different research papers wrote about Vedic geography. Books of Vedas and puranas are used as materials for the formation 

of this paper. Topographic explanation and their classification for regionalization is carefully presented in Vedic literature such as Dwipas, Khandas and 

Varshas. Veda explains origin of universe, origin of earth, livelihood strategies of the Vedic populces Vedic-period-Earth Vedic period. 

2. Vedic Cafe: THE GEOGRAPHY OF AFRICA IN THE PURANAS IS CORRECT. HERE'S WHY. 

<https://vediccafe.blogspot.com/2021/07/the-geography-of-lake-victoria-in.html> 

 There is much debate about the accuracy of the world geography presented in the Puranas. Scholars often confuse the geography of the Pranic because 

sometimes this geography seems to relate to the real world, and sometimes to the mystical realm. In this regard, Sri Aurobindo in his book Fundamentals 

of Indian Culture states: For this reason, Pranic geography is primarily a description of the mystical world and therefore does not fit perfectly into a 

secular map of the world. Their efforts to explore this mysterious world that has assimilated to India is still present in many parts of the world outside of 

India, especially in Africa. andIlavrata. An analysis of these Vedic Purana names that survive on the map of African interests and attract all human 

generations. 

3. 23_English_S.R._Verma_184_188 

<https://msrvvp.ac.in/ved-vidya/24/23_English_S.R._Verma_24.pdf> 

Looking at world civilizations, the Vedas are recognized as the oldest and most ancient scriptures available to mankind. The human consciousness we see 

today is the result of billions of years of evolution on this planet. The Vedas discuss the evolution of the universe. The existence of a powerful scientific 

core in the Vedic literature cannot be denied.  

The term Vedic Science has gained popularity throughout the world in recent decades to indicate the science hidden in the Vedic literature. Words used in 

the Vedas have multiple meanings, including research, scientific, and spiritual.  

In the ancient stages of civilization, philosophy, science and culture began to intertwine. In fact, science in Vedic times was not classified according to the 

same pattern as it is today. Vedic science is based on the ancient tradition of obtaining knowledge through the study of consciousness. Our great seers, 

sages and sages dedicated their lives to the truth, turning their bodies into laboratories and conducting experiments on themselves. The seers entrusted all 

their knowledge and wisdom to the Vedas as the key to deciphering the scientific facts hidden in the Vedic literature.  

https://doi.org/10.3126/tgb.v6i0.26162
https://vediccafe.blogspot.com/2021/07/the-geography-of-lake-victoria-in.html
https://msrvvp.ac.in/ved-vidya/24/23_English_S.R._Verma_24.pdf
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4. Pal, T. (2012). Physical Geography during Vedic-Civilization: A Literature Survey. International Journal of Academic Research in Progressive 

Education and Development, 1(1), 216–232.  

<https://hrmars.com/papers_submitted/10945/physical-geography-during-vedic-civilization-a-literature-survey.pdf> 

The Vedic epoch was defined when the Vedas were created. Analysis of Vedic literature is very important for processing or evaluating Vedic geography. 

In Vedic literature, hidden geographical scenarios can be described in terms of physical, social, cultural, economic, traditional, folk, medical, behavioral, 

ritual and religious beliefs. During the Vedic period, Vedic society followed an exemplary geographical environment in which the physical and socio-

cultural environment was processed very quickly. Each of the four Vedas consists of a prosodic mantra or samhita, and prose brahmanas give instructions 

for the rituals in which the mantras should be used, as well as explanations of the legends associated with the mantras and rituals. These two parts were 

called Shruti and were handed down to the next generation orally instead of in written form. All mantras in Vedic literature reflect multi-dimensional 

socio-economic, cultural and physical views, and a proper analysis of the various mantras (hymns or chants) allows us to understand the geographical 

context of the Vedic period. You can find the settings.  

10. VEDIC BASICS: VEDIC COSMOS / VEDIC EARTH/VEDIC CORRIDORS  

Many Vedic foundations, such as the Vedic Universe, the Vedic Earth, the Vedic Classification, the Vedic Spirit, etc., summarized as Vedic Insights, are 

already appreciated by modern mankind. Such a Vedic foundation is important for the comprehensible Earth of the Vedic age controlled remotely by 

divine oversight. Hence the Vedic Corridor which gave birth to several "apolitical dynasties" with the virtues of Vedic scholarship, Vedic literature and 

Vedic loyalty of the time of the Vedic people. The text of the Vedas was traditionally identical with the Universe.. 

Below is a heuristic chart that suggests that ignorance of all these Vedas is no excuse. This is the same as routine ignorance of criminal law/Indian 

criminal law is an excuse. The necessary Vedic foundations such as those above are selectively skipped from the flimsy discussion/argument in favor of 

this paper and are constrained by tedious reading in the unity of the dimensions of time and space. In other words, for the sake of this paper, I prefer and 

limit a tedious reading in the unity of the dimensions of time and space. This is like Newton's law, that every action causes an equal and opposite reaction, 

sometimes within itself.  

 

 

Fig. Central Earth with other spheres of Planets. 

11. VEDIC STUDIERS’ AFRICA-INDIA VEDIC CORRIDOR’S TRUTH-POWER-VALUE  

1. Originating in the Himalayas of India, the Saraswati River flowed over 4,500 miles into Africa before emptying into the sea. This is a river mentioned 

in the Vedas, unique in its geographical depth range of longitude and latitude. The Vedic civilization spread there and was the cradle and center of 

geological events during the Vedic period. The geographical horizon of the Rig Veda is limited to the Saraswati Valley. A devastating earthquake dried up 

the river around 1900 BC.  

 2. The Arabian Sea did not exist in ancient times, and the continent stretched continuously from what is now India to Africa. The ancient name of the 

African continent was Kushadvipa. It is also mentioned in the Vedic prose of the BhagavataPurana and the Ramayana. It is appropriate here to make a 
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mention of the non-destructible truth that the Vedic Universe is container of the Vedic Earth besides various Vedic earth-like spheres at once and in 

lumpsum known to be the Vedic Jambudvipa.      

3.The connection between the Vedas and Africa dates back to the Ramayan period. In ancient Vedic lore (the Ramayan connection), Africa was known as 

Kush, Kushadeep, or Kushadvipa. Two reasons for this were that the vast land was covered with tall grasses known as kusha grass (in Sanskrit) and after 

the war between Rama (god incarnated as a human) and Ravana (King of Lakshus) , it eventually came under the command and control of Kush or 

Kushha, the eldest son of the victor Rama. So Africans are Kushites. African government textbooks describe Africans as Kushites, which attests to the 

above information. In addition, the Abyssinian monarch Haile Selassie (pictured below) declared the Africans to be Kushites. Africa was also known as 

Shankadvipa in ancient times. The Sanskrit word dvipa means an island and Shanka or Shank is Sanskrit for shell. So, the broad in the middle and 

narrowing-tailed looking island similar in its outline to the shape of a conch shell.  

 

 

fig. (1963) HAILE SELASSIE, Emperor of Ethiopia 

source:<https://www.blackpast.org/global-african-history/speeches-global-african-history/1963-haile-selassie-towards-african-unity/> 

4. Another strong Ramayana connection with Africa can be discerned on the island of Mauritius off the east coast of South Africa. The island got its name 

from "Marichas" which means the island of Marichi who was one of the generals in the army of the demon Ravana and also a name for the sun. However, 

during the war with Ravana, Rama drove all the demons out of the area and forced Marichi to flee to the demon fort. 

 

 

Fig. Africa with Mauritius 

5. Some twenty three million years ago, the singleton island.at that time being the one and only one island of its nature known as the Jambudeep by 

nomenclature implied the Vedic Research related Vedic Jambudvipa, beyond an iota of academic doubtfulness. The same in a second description is the 

BharataKhanda. Yet in later times, it became the Vedic Bharatavarsha orAryavrata in dynastical furtherances made up of particular seven continents of the 

whole Vedic Earth comprising the Kushadwipa (Africa) or Sankadwipa (Africa) within the limits of Vedic original framework of  Universal Vedic 

https://www.blackpast.org/global-african-history/speeches-global-african-history/1963-haile-selassie-towards-african-unity/
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Jambudvipa (India/Indian Blackberry Island/ Sudarshanadvipa as identical). Jambudweep has nine varshas also called mixed Asia-Europe Jambudweep 

with 7 dweepas that make the arena labeling Jambudweep crediting Bharat inclusively.  

6.There is no doubt that the ancient Vedic timers incorporated many Vedic-puranical names/nomenclature into the geography of the inhabited world of 

living beings on the Earth (as well as the whole Universe) which still persist in different parts of the world and world‟s literary traditional treasures, 

particularly, in Africa such as the Kushadwipa and Ilavrata.  

7. In Africa, the Kilimanjaro (located in Tanzania) is a triangular mountain. In Hindu cosmology, the devas (gods) and asuras (malicious deities) teamed 

up to churn the kushilasagara (sea of milk) and extract amrita, the nectar of immortal life. Vasuki, Vishnu's serpent, was used as a stirring cord, and Mount 

Mandara, one of the four pillars of Mount Meru, was used as a stirring rod. Therefore, Purana names appeared near Mount Mandara, which is identified as 

Mount Kilimanjaro (Africa). And it certainly is. One of Kilimanjaro's three peaks is known as Mount Shira. Mount Shira is most likely a minor variation 

of its original name, Kshira (Ocean of Milk) as per the Vedic Cosmos‟s one of the many non-solid infrastructures. 

8. Africa has many Indian and Sanskrit names such as Meru, Mandara, Sangama, Sankara, Ganga, Abijata, Kashi, Sagara, Sita and Sala. These names are 

also easily identifiable on today's maps of Africa.  

9. Apolitical Dynasties of the Solar Dynasty represent ancestors of Shri Ram (Incarnation as a human being by Vishnu the Almighty) as well as his son 

and grandson. Rama, his son Kusa (ruled over Africa) and grandson (son of Kusa) Atithi were the 64th, 65th and 66th Rulers respectively in order on the 

Vedic Earth.  

10. Africa-India connected prominent apolitical dynasties are as follows.  

The Purana and Pali text make it clear the Chola were Kushites from Africa. The Dravidians lived in ancient Africa. It appears that the Tamil belonged to 

the Nhsj (Nehesy) tribes and, the Telugu and Kannada belonged to the Thnw (Tehenu) tribe. These people were called (Kushites) The Rig Veda provides 

considerable information on the Kushites of Nubia. The Dravidian speakers belonged to the Kushite Confederation. The term Kushite was a generic term 

for the tribes that belonged to the Confederation. Tamil is a Dravidian language. The Dravidian people live in South India today. The original Dravidian 

speakers lived in Africa. They were part of the  Middle Africa.  

The Chola Dynasty were Telugu-speaking from the Kushadvipa (Africa) or Nubia in the Nile Valley. The Telugu and Egyptian languages share many 

terms because the Cholas came from Kušadvipa. The southerners‟ Telugu State (currently Andhra Pradesh &Telangana) in India was Chola. In the 

Puranas the Chola were also called the Kora/Chora /Qore. The Chola who came to India by land and sea settled on the Coromandel Coast. The royal 

insignia for the Chola were two snakes. The two snakes as a symbol of royalty goes back to the Kings of Kush. For example, the Telugus (Andhras) 

managed University known as the Andhra University prominently bears two snakes in the Emblem as seen hereunder signifying the Chola origin.Ancient 

Telugu continued in India to refer to themselves as the Ikshvaa-Kus also. 

fig. Emblem of Andhra University 

 

Although many Dravidian  rulers ruled India,  tradition has it that monarchies were concentrated in the Ganges plain where Ethiopians or Kushites 

intermarried with the native Indians  called the  Kshtriyas.TheKushite origin of the Kshtriyas is based in the seed of the beginner Ksh, which is equivalent 

to Kush. The Indian Puranas claim the Kushites ruled the world for 7000 years. 

12. CONCLUSION  

When the Vedas / Vedic Knowledge is given due recognition in our modern scientific time by our Nuclear Scientists / Space Explorers / Bio-technologists 

/ Chemical Engineers / Extra-terrestrial-Life Investigators / Deep Space Stations, it is but natural for them to have recourse to the crux of Vedic 

Perspectives. Such as the Vedic Creation, Vedic Literature and Vedic Philosophy which constituted the Vedic Earth. This may appear inconclusive 

without the tabulation of the chain of “Sir Names” of Vedic-Period-Earth‟s Apolitical Dynasties in Vedic time series emanating from the Africa-India 

Proximity in the midst of cosmic fissions and fusions paving the way to the configured Ocean‟s Vedic Dvipas (colloidal bottom surfaces for collisions) of 
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which the Kushadvipa matters most with the Vedic Jambudvipa from the merit of view of the ancient Vedic Bharat Varsha. Within the Vedic Universe, 

there created/formed a central mountain surrounded by vast Ocean at its bottom and further accommodating several Earth-like Planets upwards toward its 

crest. On the Planet Earth, we are the lively inhabitants as old, older , the oldest and nascent human generations wholesome consuming Water, Oxygen, 

Fire  and the solar heat under a distant Sky-dome of Stars, Sun and Moon prima facie. So, let us support the authority of the Vedas. 
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